American book publishing during the Second World War had to cope with a huge increase in demand for books coupled with scarcity of resources, especially paper rationing imposed by the War Production Board. Based on research in the Random House archives and focusing on the Modern Library series, this article examines how publishers coped with wartime challenges and opportunities. Random House grew rapidly during the war. Sales reached the million dollar mark in 1941 and exceeded three million dollars by 1946. Many new titles were published in smaller printings than demand would have justified and were out of stock for extended periods before they could be reprinted. The psychological uncertainties and dislocations of wartime affected the kinds of books that were in demand. Sales of philosophy and poetry increased at a disproportionate rate. The Oracles of Nostradamus, published two months after Pearl Harbor, became one of the Modern Library's best-selling titles. Shortly after the war ended the Modern Library became embroiled in a censorship controversy involving the removal of poems by Ezra Pound from a Modern Library poetry anthology.
Introduction
For American publishers and libraries, the Second World War was a time of plenitude and scarcity--plenitude in the sense of a huge increase in demand for books, scarcity in terms of resources with which to meet that demand. Publishers, who had to cope with paper rationing and other shortages, were directly affected by the scarcities and felt them most keenly. The focus of this article is book publishing during the war. Most of the examples come from research in the Random House archives and relate primarily to the Modern Library series. In addition to addressing problems endemic to publishing, I will discuss shifts in reading taste during the war and touch on an example of censorship perpetrated by the Modern Library.
It will be helpful to begin with a few words about the Modern Library series and Random House. 1 The Modern Library was conceived shortly before American entry into the First World War by Albert Boni, a young Greenwich Village bookseller and occasional publisher. His objective was to promote the currents of European modernism in the United States by publishing inexpensive reprint editions of the works of such authors as Samuel Butler, Henrik Ibsen, Friedrich Nietzsche, George Bernard Shaw, August Strindberg, and Oscar Wilde. The firm Boni and Liveright was created to publish the Modern Library, and the first twelve volumes appeared in May 1917. The series grew rapidly during its first two years, but Boni's connection with it was short-lived. The two partners were incompatible, and Boni left the firm in July 1918. Horace Liveright was more interested in publishing new American writers than in the relatively unglamorous business of reprint publishing. He became one of the most important literary publishers of the 1920s with a list that included Hart Crane, Theodore Dreiser, T. S. Eliot, William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Eugene O'Neill, and Ezra Pound. In the summer of 1925, when he needed money, he sold the Modern Library to Bennett Cerf and Donald S. Klopfer. Of the 115 Modern Library titles published by Boni and Liveright, 64 had appeared in 1917 and 1918.
The Modern Library's new owners were young men in their twenties. Within five years they transformed the series. They broadened its scope to include older classics and more American authors and made major improvements in format and design. The first of the Modern Library's subsidiary series, Modern Library Giants, began in 1931. The Giants included two kinds of books: works like War and Peace that were too long for the compact format of the regular Modern Library, and substantial collections like The Complete Novels of Jane Austen, The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud, and The English Philosophers from Bacon to Mill. A second subsidiary series, the shorterlived Illustrated Modern Library, was published between 1943 and 1948. 2 Cerf and Klopfer called their firm The Modern Library, Inc. After a few years they began publishing other books under the imprint Random House. The imprint was used initially for fine limited editions and occasional trade books published "at random." After the Crash and the subsequent collapse of the limited editions market, they turned Random House into a general trade publisher. The war brought many changes to the firm. Klopfer, who was a few weeks away from his fortieth birthday, applied for a commission in the air force. He spent the later years of the war in England with the Eighth Air Force, serving as an intelligence officer for a heavy bomber squadron. Cerf was four years older than Klopfer and too old for military service. He remained a civilian, looking after Random House and playing an active role in the Council of Books in Wartime. Haas was in his early fifties, but he was touched most deeply by the war. His son, a junior lieutenant in the navy, was killed in action in 1943.
Cerf had his hands full running Random House. The firm grew rapidly during the war; sales reached the million dollar mark in 1941 and exceeded three million dollars by 1946. Cerf told a friend in 1943, "I think we have reached the major leagues as publishers now and I damn well mean for us to stay there." 3 Part of the growth could be attributed to a series of best-selling war books. Richard Tregaskis's Guadalcanal Diary, published in January 1943, was the first Random House book to sell over 100,000 copies (Cerf, 1977, p. 163) . Thirty Seconds over Toyko, by Ted W. Lawson, followed a few months later.
It was during this period that Cerf began to be known to the public at large as a writer and speaker. He took over the "Trade Winds" column in the magazine Saturday Review of Literature in February 1942. For the next fifteen years he enlivened the magazine's pages with a weekly mixture of publishing gossip, jokes, and stories. He also began to compile what became a long series of best-selling humor books. The first, The Pocket Book of War Humor, was an original paperback published by Pocket Books. His next project was a collection of humorous anecdotes and stories, Try and Stop Me, published in 1944 by Simon and Schuster. It became a best seller and was reprinted as an Armed Services Edition, which was distributed to American military personnel around the world. Cerf also became known as an engaging speaker. His first exposure came with tours of well-known authors selling war bonds for the Treasury Department. This was followed by a weekly radio program, "Books and Bullets," for the Council on Books in Wartime, in which Cerf interviewed authors of war books. The radio program led to lecture tours through the Colston Leigh agency. By the early 1950s, through extensive lecturing and his participation as a panelist on the Sunday evening television program "What's My Line," Cerf had become a celebrity.
Plenitude and Scarcity
The increase in demand for books during the war had several causes. For civilians, gasoline rationing and other wartime restrictions reduced options for spending leisure time away from home. Large numbers of people in this pretelevision era turned to reading. Extended periods of inactivity are characteristic of military life in wartime, and many soldiers and sailors passed the time by reading. The Armed Services Editions, published with the cooperation of the American publishing industry, distributed nearly 123 million copies of paperbound books between 1943 and 1947 to American military personnel overseas.
The war also affected the kinds of books people were interested in reading. The best-seller lists from this period reveal a strong interest in books about the war. In 1942 seven of the top ten nonfiction titles were war books. War books accounted for eight of the top ten nonfiction titles in 1943, seven of the top ten in 1944, and four of the top ten in 1945 (Hackett & Burke, 1977, pp. 133-41) . The psychological uncertainties and dislocations of wartime also affected the kinds of books that were in demand. There is evidence of increased demand for books dealing with human values, especially philosophy and poetry.
The surge in demand for reading matter affected both publishers and libraries. For publishers, who had never before encountered such demand for books, the experience was dazzling. But it also had its downside. Cerf commented in 1943, "When you are able to sell any junk that you can get between covers it takes a little of the kick out of putting over the really good new numbers." 4 As wartime restrictions increasingly affected the publishing industry, publishers found themselves unable to satisfy the demand for books. Paper shortages brought about a decline in the physical quality of books. Publishers used cheaper grades of paper and squeezed more text onto each page. 5 Publishers frequently found it necessary to choose between bringing out new books and reprinting backlist titles. When newly published books attracted large audiences, publishers were often unable to keep up with demand. Cerf described a typical situation in his gossipy "Trade Winds" column: "The head of one firm greeted me cheerily at the Plaza last week and told me that he has no less than six books on the current Tribune bestseller list. Then his face fell. 'I might as well add,' he said, 'that five of them are out of stock'" (Cerf, 1942, December 12) .
The paper shortage was caused by a combination of factors. According to Joseph A. Brandt, director of the University of Chicago Press, the crisis began in the forests. "Woodcutters began to discover that they could earn much more if they moved to the war-industry centers," he wrote, "and almost before we knew it the essential raw ingredient of paper manufacture had become a rarity." Large quantities of available paper supplies were required for military purposes. Every 75-mm shell, for example, had to be packed in its own paper carton. Publishers were unable to get all the paper they could have used. To make matters worse, there was also a shortage of printers and binders. Neither of these occupations was classified as essential and many printers and binders were drafted into the military (Brandt, 1945, p. 101) .
The War Production Board, which was responsible for allocating paper supplies, was established in January 1942, a few weeks after the United States entered the war. Its purpose was to direct war production and assign priorities to the delivery of scarce materials. Paper use in the publishing industry was limited in fall 1942, when each publishing firm was allocated a paper quota based on its use of paper in 1941. Initially publishers were restricted to 90 percent of the paper they used before the war. This was not a severe hardship, especially compared with Britain, where publishers in 1942 had to get by with 37.5 percent of the paper they used in 1939 (Cerf, 1942 , August 29). 6 Paper restrictions became increasingly severe as the war continued. There was an additional 10 percent cut in 1943, and a further 15 percent cut early the following year. 7 Paper rationing meant that newly published titles had smaller printings than demand would have justified. It was common for books to be out of stock before they were reprinted, if they were reprinted at all. Cerf reported in spring 1944:
Not only we, but every other book publisher in the country, has had to slash schedules into shreds and let perennial back list dependables go out of print. . . . To show you what's happened to Random House, we have only 24 out of 64 Giants now in print, and over 100 Modern Library titles are now out of stock. Yesterday, the Army called up and asked if we could possibly fill an order for 400,000 Modern Library books. . . . If we could give them 10% of the order . . . we'd be lucky. Houghton Mifflin had over fifty books scheduled for publication during the rest of 1944. They have just cut this list to twelve, and think it possible that they won't have a single book left for sale after October 1st. Macmillan last week announced that twenty-four titles on its already published catalogue had been postponed until further notice. 8 Random House favored the regular Modern Library and new trade titles at the expense of Modern Library Giants when allocating paper supplies. Despite paper shortages and occasions when titles were out of stock, regular Modern Library sales made impressive gains every year of the war. The growth began in 1941, prior to American entry into the war, as Table  1 indicates.
Modern Library sales during the first six months of 1943 were 100 percent ahead of the record-breaking 1942 sales. That pace could have been maintained throughout the year if paper had been available. October sales were merely 70 percent ahead of the previous year because of paper restrictions. 9 Paper was not yet in as short supply as it would be later, and few Modern Library titles were out of stock in 1943.
Modern Library books were not rationed, and orders from regular customers were filled as they came in. But no new accounts were opened during the latter part of 1943, even though large retailers who had not traditionally sold books were clamoring for them. Cerf noted:
[P]ublishers have had to turn down thousands of dollars worth of business from chain stores and other outlets that are ready to use books as a stop-gap because there are so many other standard lines that they can't get at all. Ironically, these are the accounts we have been wooing unsuccessfully for years, and it is tough to turn them down when they come around with their hats in their hands. Our first obligation, however, it to our first customers, particularly when we realize that these chain stores will probably drop books completely as soon as they are able to get their old lines back. 10 Thirty-five regular Modern Library titles and fifteen Giants were out of stock by January 1944. Availability of specific titles varied from week to week. When the firm's New England sales representative visited college stores during this period, he recalled, "faculty members would be waiting to ask me what titles were in stock in the Modern Library so that they could choose among them for reading assignments" (Consolino, 1977) .
Later that year the Modern Library stopped reprinting Giants altogether. Newly published Giants continued to appear at a rate of two a year, but backlist titles were allowed to go out of stock until after the war. This was a sensible policy. The profit margin was lower than that of regular Modern Library books, and the Giants were paper guzzlers. The 8-by-5.5-inch Giants were larger than regular Modern Library books, and many of them exceeded 1,000 pages in length. 
Shifts in Reading Taste
The war brought increased demand for books in general and also shifts in demand for certain kinds of books. In Britain, data collected by Mass Observation, a grass-roots movement that enlisted volunteers to conduct surveys documenting contemporary life, indicated that sales of poetry picked up during both world wars. 11 A similar phenomenon appears to have occurred in the United States. Cerf reported that sales of poetry and philosophy titles increased at a disproportionate rate and that demand was especially strong among those in the service. "It seems that men who face danger want to know what makes them tick," he commented in a 1943 radio interview. "We find orders coming from army camps for Plato and Shelley and Keats" ("Of Men and Books," 1943).
The Grass was the twenty-eighth best-selling title in the regular Modern Library and the twenty-fourth best-selling title in the Giants. By the early 1950s the regular edition slipped to sixty-second in terms of sales, and the Giant did not rank among the twenty-five best-selling titles in that series. These figures suggest that sales of poetry in the Modern Library were stronger during the war than in 1951/52.
The uncertainties of wartime almost certainly account for the unanticipated success of The Oracles of Nostradamus, which was published in the Modern Library in February 1942, two months after the attack on Pearl Harbor. The decision to include Nostradamus in the series had been made before the United States entered the war. Cerf commented, "We put that title in possibly with our tongues in our cheeks, because people seem to be interested in predictions of a strange character" ("Of Men and Books," 1943). Paul Galdone, who designed the jacket in November 1941, did not foresee the Japanese attack. The jacket merely refers to "fateful happenings predicted tomorrow for Europe and America by the sixteenth-century soothsayer whom Hitler relies upon today" (Ward, 1942 , book jacket front panel). When the United States declared war on Japan on December 8 and recognized a state of war with Germany and Italy three days later, the future looked dark and the outcome of the war was uncertain. The most notable new addition was the complete works of Shakespeare, published in three volumes in fall 1943. Cerf and Klopfer had long wanted to include Shakespeare, but the length of the volumes, which averaged nearly 1,200 pages each, made it difficult to keep them in print. The Shakespeare volumes had first printings of 20,000 copies each, and the Modern Library warned that there would be no paper for additional copies until the following year.
14 There were one or two additional printings during the war, but printing costs made Shakespeare marginally profitable at best. Postwar inflation erased whatever profit margin the volumes may have had, and they were out of stock through much of 1945 and 1946. They returned in fall 1946, divided into a more economically feasible format of six volumes.
A heightened sense of patriotism may have been responsible for the cluster of American history titles that appeared during this period. No good unabridged edition of Democracy in America was then available, and Cerf authorized Lerner to proceed. Almost immediately a problem arose. Professor Phillips Bradley of Queens College advised Lerner that he was preparing a new edition of the work. Bradley believed he had staked a claim to Tocqueville and thought it would be a breach of academic ethics for Lerner to prepare a rival edition. Cerf urged Lerner to go ahead, but Lerner's enthusiasm for the project appears to have been sapped and he failed to deliver his introduction. Two and a half years later he indicated that he was ready to resume work on the project, but by then Cerf had turned elsewhere. Henry Steele Commager was preparing an abridged edition of Democracy in America for Oxford University Press, and Cerf hoped that the Modern Library could reprint that edition.
Tocqueville never joined the ranks of Modern Library authors. Bradley's edition was published by Alfred A. Knopf in two volumes in 1945 and immediately took its place as the standard English edition of Tocqueville's work. Commager's abridged edition was published in 1946 in the World's Classics, Oxford University Press's series of inexpensive editions of classic works, and therefore was unavailable to the Modern Library.
No war books as such were included in the Modern Library. Cerf tried to get reprint rights to Hitler's Mein Kampf in 1942, but Houghton Mifflin, its original American publisher, was bringing out a new edition of their own. 15 Two titles published in the series in the 1940s had some relevance to the war. Karl von Clausewitz's On War appeared in the Giants in 1943, but it sold poorly and was discontinued three years later. Edgar Snow's The anthology was something of an anomaly. The American portion, edited by Aiken, was a revised version of an anthology that had been a staple of the regular Modern Library since 1929. The English portion, edited by Benét, had been prepared for the Modern Library with the expectation that it would be published on its own. Aiken's two anthologies in the regular Modern Library, A Comprehensive Anthology of American Poetry and Twentieth-Century American Poetry, were out of stock for extended periods during the war. Aiken complained bitterly about the hardships he was suffering because of the loss of royalty income. He described the thousand dollars or so that he had received each year from the two anthologies as his "lifeline."
16 He revised both anthologies in 1944. The 2,000-copy first printing of A Comprehensive Anthology of American Poetry sold out in ten days, and he was told it would be at least three months before it could be reprinted. Aiken responded, "So harrowing for us to know that if there were paper our livelihood would be definite and assured--we'd have an income on which we could live." 17 Around this time someone at Random House--probably Commins or Linscott--had the idea of packaging Aiken's anthology with the anthology of English poetry that Benét had submitted and publishing both as a Giant. The motivation appears to have been to provide Aiken with a bit of additional income to compensate for his lost royalties from the regular Modern Library edition.
The timing was unfortunate. In May 1945, as the anthology was being prepared for publication, Pound was taken into custody in Italy and returned to the United States to face charges of treason. Cerf insisted on the removal of all of Pound's poems from the volume. He ignored Aiken's strenuous objections but agreed to list the twelve omitted poems and to include the statement that Aiken had been "overruled by the publishers, who flatly refused at this time to include a single line by Ezra Pound" (Benét & Aiken, 1945, p. 788 ). Cerf's distaste for Pound's politics was focused entirely on the forthcoming anthology. There was never any suggestion of purging Pound from Aiken's recently revised anthologies in the regular Modern Library.
The removal of the poems was widely condemned. Lewis Gannett in the New York Herald Tribune compared the action with Nazi book burning. Many of Cerf's friends, including Henry Steele Commager, Max Lerner, and the Random House editor Robert Linscott, opposed the decision. W. H. Auden, the most prestigious poet on the Random House list, informed Cerf that he was prepared to leave the firm over the issue. 18 Cerf had not expected this kind of reaction and began to question whether he was right. He devoted his "Trade Winds" column in the Saturday Review of Literature to the controversy, giving his side but also reprinting Gannett's column (Cerf, 1946, February 9) . He invited readers to let him know their views. A slim majority of the 289 letters that came in opposed the exclusion of Pound's poems , March 16). The twelve poems were restored in a subsequent printing along with a footnote that read:
After the publishers of the Modern Library omitted the poems of Ezra Pound from the first edition of this volume, a veritable avalanche of praise and blame, equally divided, descended upon them.
Nothing could have been further from the intention of the publishers than to exercise arbitrary rights of censorship. We now have decided to include these poems of Ezra Pound in order to remove any possible hint of suppression, and because we concede that it may be wrong to confuse Pound the poet with Pound the man. (Benét & Aiken, 1945; 1947 and later printings, p. 788).
Postwar Developments
The war in Europe ended in May 1945 and Japan surrendered in August. Paper rationing was lifted immediately after the war, but it took time for paper mills to get back to prewar levels of production. Every publisher was trying to reprint out-of-stock titles, but paper remained in short supply. Cerf commented in September that "paper plants, printing houses and binderies are working twenty-four hours a day and still running weeks and weeks behind. . . . [W]e have on order exactly one million and a half Modern Library books. If we get 100,000 of them before January 1st, I will be surprised." 19 A wave of strikes that accompanied the return to a peacetime economy disrupted publishers' spring 1946 production schedules. Klopfer, who was back at Random House, remarked that summer, "We are having the usual hellish time getting our books out and the situation amongst the suppliers is certainly no easier than it was at any time during the war." 20 The extraordinary demand for books that had been a product of wartime conditions began to weaken. Spring 1946 was a good season for the publishing industry but not as good as some had hoped. The most popular books did well, but the secondary books--which Cerf defined as books that sold 6,000 to 10,000 copies before the war and then jumped to 20,000 to 30,000 copies because of wartime demand and orders from the army and navy--returned to prewar levels (Cerf, 1946, July 15) . The market for war books collapsed so completely that not even remainder dealers could absorb all the copies left in publishers' warehouses.
The main problem for publishers was getting back into full production. Many new titles had been postponed during the last two years of the war, and there were backlists to reactivate. The spring 1946 Random House catalog indicated that two-and-a-half million regular Modern Library volumes were in the process of being printed and bound and that most titles would be back in stock by March. 21 The Giants were slower to return. It was not until September 1948 that the Modern Library could announce, "Every title in the Modern Library and the Modern Library Giants is now in stock for the first time since the war." 22 The books no longer sold at prewar prices. The end of the war was accompanied by rapid inflation in all areas of the economy. A Modern Library advertisement in October 1946 noted that production costs of books were about double what they had been five years before. 23 Maxwell Perkins of Charles Scribner's Sons confirmed this in June 1947 when he indicated that book manufacturing costs had risen 100 percent in the past six years, mostly on account of wages. 24 The retail price of Modern Library Giants increased from $1.45 to $1.75 on January 1, 1946, but the increase was little noticed. Hardly any Giants were then available. In November the retail price rose again to $1.95 and the price of regular Modern Library books increased from ninety-five cents to $1.10. The ninety-five-cent retail price had been in effect since 1920; the new price lasted five and a half months. On April 15, 1947 , the price went up to $1.25. Booksellers were supplied with gummed price-change stickers for the jacket flaps since most Modern Library books in stores still bore the old price of $1.10 or even ninety-five cents.
Conclusion
I have focused on the problems that American publishers faced during the war, but the war years also provided extraordinary opportunities for growth, as Modern Library and Random House sales figures indicate. The problems, real as they were, were insignificant compared to those faced by publishers elsewhere. The book community in the United States emerged from the war relatively unscathed. Shortages were less severe than in Britain and other countries. There were no cultural or human tragedies on the order of those that devastated libraries and the book trade in Europe and Asia. No American authors, librarians, or publishers were forced into exile or executed. No American libraries, publishing houses, printing plants, or book wholesalers were destroyed by enemy action.
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